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A goodly number of members were present for our April meeting, which
featured Peter Gossell reviewing his work as Superintendent of Shipwrights
for the Sydney Heritage Fleet. Not
only repairing broken bits, big and
small, but putting in place a
maintenance schedule for every
item to ensure deteriorating bits do
not become write-offs. The scale of
the work is awesome. Part of one of
the three sections of the James
Craig foremast needed replacing so
Peter’s team scarfed on a whole lot
of smaller blocks (Picture 1) then
whittled it down to the required
size by hand (Picture 2).
There will always be resource constraints and hard decisions have to
be made, but the willingness of
suppliers and other organisations
to find a way to make things happen in support of “the greater
good’ was most evident. Pictured is
some raw material obtained at a
very good price and not too much
effort against the need to replace
more spars. Some has already been
used to help out another Tall Ship.
What goes around, comes around.
During the Q&A session, the inevitable question arose “How do you
justify using plywood and epoxy to
repair a 1900’s boat?” and Peter said
“Because it works for the purposes
for which we are doing it”. But, goes
the question,“Is it repair, restoration
or refurbishment?” Answer, “Yes,
whatever”. All solutions have to work
within the mantle of “The Museum
That Goes To Sea”. An huge responsibility and enviable commitment; we should all be grateful to Peter and
others in the SHF for the time and skills they dedicate to keeping the museum alive and we were certainly grateful to Peter for sharing it with us.
I was able to appreciate the new
cabin top on Protex when I joined
her, along with my wife and a number of Boatshed friends plus WBA
members John and Sally Dikeman
and Chris and George Gear and Alan
Stannard as Master, for the SHF Lane
Cove River cruise on April 10th. A very
enjoyable day out with fine weather,
cheerful and attentive volunteer
crew, ever-changing scenery and
BBQ lunch included. A really great
way to support the SHF and recharge
one’s own batteries a bit.

Meanwhile, back at the meeting, two copies of the West System Guide to
Wooden Boat Repair booklet were keenly fought over in the Instant Auction.
Grant Holmes revealed his cunning use of copper nails for repairing a giant
beast of a tenner, as well as a braising repair to another monster machine,
his router. Grant said “a testament to the benefits of Ask Someone Who
Knows!” Interesting to compare the tool:material size ratio for ship building
à la Craig with that for fine joinery.
Peter Webb from Afloat Magazine was welcomed as a visitor and gave a
report from a recent meeting with the Boating Industry Association about
having an Afloat / WBA presence at the Sydney International Boat Show in
August. The action is on us to come up with a proposal to fill 200sqm of
space with exhibits and activities that showcase what we do and complement the aims of the BIA. Given that festivals and events are our main opportunities to recruit new members, and we have lost a number of them
through weather, construction and economics, this is a wonderful chance
to swell our numbers and encourage new ideas and experiences. We are
open to ideas, offers of trailerable boats (complete or under construction),
skills and, of course, manpower. We will need people to work on the stand,
engage with visitors and promote the WBA and Afloat throughout the 5
days. We will need people to help set up beforehand and bump-out afterwards. We need people to project-manage the whole thing. There will be
direct benefits (it is the SIBS, after all) and there will be long-term benefits
for the WBA. If you would like to get involved, please let me or any of the
committee know, in what capacity, for how long, how often, etc, as soon as
possible. As Dom Genua of the BIA said, if just 2% of the SIBS entrants pay
our stand a visit, we will be swamped!

Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the Association’s meetings are those of the individual originator’s only. The Editor
and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed in this publication or at such forums.
Copyright may be owned by the original author or the Wooden Boat Association Inc.
Participation in events organized by the Association may involve certain risks which include the possibility of harm or damag e to vessels,
equipment or persons inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather. Such risks will require the exercise of the prior
judgment of members on behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees whether to commence or continue any particular activity
irrespective of information supplied by Association officers.
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The raffle was won by
Ross
Andrewartha
the other prize going
to .Michael Coleman..

Sean Langman of
Noakes will be our
May speaker, with an
open topic to surprise
and enthuse us with
his love and commitment to wooden
boats. Should be a
full house so get in
early with your dinner
order!

The Wooden Boat Association announces its
30th anniversary!
It was thirty years ago that a group of Victorian wooden boat builders,
designers and enthusiasts got together and decided to form an association to promote and develop the interests of wooden boat owners. This
was the first such group in Australia.

Until then, Happy
Building (or stripping,
sanding,
painting,
polishing or even,
hopefully, boating!)

On 28th July this year the Wooden Boat Association will celebrate this
anniversary at our Annual General Meeting with a special day at Albert
Park Yacht Club in Melbourne. We would like to invite our colleagues and
members from the other Wooden Boat Associations around Australia to
join us after the AGM proceedings in the morning. Lunch will be provided
for guests and the facilities of Albert Park Yacht Club will be available.

Hal Harpur Award 2019

A highlight of the day will be the presentation of the inaugural Alan
Chinn Award, a new annual award for excellence in boatbuilding, to be
presented to one of our members.
We aim to gather as many of the founding members as possible on that
day, including Alan Chinn, to reminisce about the formation and early
years of the Association.
On display, we will have photos and memorabilia of the club’s history as
well as the beautiful 15ft clinker sailing vessel, Begonia built by Association members in the early years as a project to get members working
together. Begonia (pictured below) remains the club’s pride and joy today, and with favourable weather and enough water in the lake, we may
even get to sail her on the day.

The WBA committee invites nominations for projects completed between
1 October 2018 and 30 September 2019, to be considered for the Hal
Harpur Award in 2019:
“The Hal Harpur Award is for the person or persons who in the past 12
months has completed a project which best contributes to our objectives of
encouraging the retention of wooden boat building skills or the preservation of wooden boats or maritime artifacts.”

It would be helpful, of course, if guests could let us know of their intention to attend this event by emailing the Club Secretary, Leigh McNolty
lmcnolty@bigpond.com or ringing him on 0428 218 062. More details of
location and times can then be provided.
We look forward to seeing many wooden boat enthusiasts there to keep
alive the traditions and the pleasures of being involved with wooden
boats.

Nominations close 30 September 2019.
Projects must be nominated by member/s of the WBA.
Nomination forms can be found on the WBA website or are available
from the Secretary: secretary@wbansw.asn.au
WBA Christmas Dinner and Award Night: Tuesday, 10 December 2019.
Dinner -6.30pm. Award Night 7.30pm – 9pm.
Further information about bookings etc will be provided in Scuttlebutt
and the E Newsletter later in the year.

Based on a series of highly popular articles written for Classic Boat Magazine, this witty
collection recalls some of the incidents the author has survived in over half a century of
messing about in boats.
Most sailors will find something to relate to in these escapades
from around the world and they will bring a wry smile to any
boaters lips. The author’s wonderfully witty cartoons help
bring these anecdotes to life.
All these stories are true so WBA member
Alan Williams writes under a pen name so
that his asrchitectural clients do not think
they are entrusting their work to a seagoing
Mr Bean. Copies are available from Boat
Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 or less on
Amazon. WBA members can get copies
from Alan at meetings for $ 20.
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TO BRIERFIELD AND BOWRAVILLE IN WOODEN BOATS

A STORY OF GOOD FRIENDS AND THEIR BOATS
from Rob Hardy
The essentials for a
good week away
would have to be
good friends, their
boats, a busy program and good
weather In March,
a group of us came
together for our
annual WBANSW
and WBAQ combined week away
up some north
coast waterways.
We had planned
our week around
good tides which
would enable us to
reach further up
our favourite rivers
and
creeks
to
avoid
running
aground.

dry days.

In the week leading up to our departure,
Sydney
had received bouts
of torrential rain,
storms and strong
southerly
winds.
The forecast ahead
was far from encouraging.
Anxiously, the daily
forecasts
were
being
watched
with great interest.
At best, it looked
like we would only
have a couple of

Day one of boating dawned fine and warm with clear blue skies. This
continued on for the next day, and the next ! We had fine days for the
entire week with only two being partly clouded. Meanwhile the lousy
weather continued in Sydney.
Lady Luck was certainly looking after us. We arrived at the Macksville
ramp in perfect conditions with a rising full tide. As soon as we appear at
a ramp, the admirers come from everywhere. Generally, the conversation
starts with “are you all part of a club?, I haven’t seen an original one of
these for years. My father/ uncle used to have one.” And so it goes on.
This day we were entertained by a most animated chap, who approached
with his arms apart declaring to the world that these boats were beautiful,
like opera and how lucky he was to be there at the same time. He went
on and on ! Eventually we were able to get away on our journey up to the
head of the Nambucca River. The river meanders through beautiful
countryside, initially with signs of civilization, but then turns to a pristine
waterway, twisting and turning through very pleasant scenes. We passed
a lot of cattle grazing by the river0Some took off startled by the noise of
the engines, but others were content just to look The pastures were all
rich and green. No sign of a drought here. There are some shallow areas
to watch, but on the top of the tide we had no issues. We continued on
and by lunchtime we had reached the area of Bowraville where the water
did become shallow with a reedy bottom. It was just so pretty. The backdrop views of the Dorrigo mountains add to the scenery. We went back
downstream until we found a sandy beach for lunch, and enjoyed the
silence. After lunch, the tide was just starting to turn. We had the benefit
of running with the current both up and downstream. Before the boat
ramp, the north coast railway crosses the Nambucca River. Just as we
reached the bridge, a long freight train started to cross and we were
greeted by a long and enthusiastic blowing of the horns, accompanied by
the driver waving out the window ! Magic ! He made our day, and we
made his. More admirers at the ramp as we packed up. We had to get
moving as we had a big table booked at the Urunga Hotel for dinner.
This is a regular happening where we collectively plan for the next few
days.
The plan for the next day was to go as far as possible up Taylors Arm.
This is a long run again. We launched at Macksville after a short delay
while a crane loaded an oyster punt on to a semi trailer. Another perfect
weather day and another team of admirers ! There is a low bridge on this
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The magnificent view looking towards Nambucca Heads as we motored
towards Warrell Creek
run and with a higher than normal tide, measurements were taken of our
mast heights We decided that we would just clear without our burgees, if
careful. We did clear. The initial part of the trip passes some waterfront
residential areas. The locals came out on their decks and waved as we
went past while all the dogs were barking. A usual performance !
There are a few channel markers for a while until we were on our own.
This river, which is an arm of the Nambucca is very pretty. We knew
where we were heading for lunch, Welsh Park. We have been there before. It is a bit of a scramble up the bank, but you are rewarded by picnic
tables and a loo. We had just settled down to opening some bottles for
lunch when a car arrived. We thought it may have been the man with a
lawn mower, as the grass was long. No, it was only a bloke giving his dog
a run. You meet some characters along the way, and this bloke was one
of them. We heard him calling some strange words to the dog. He explained to us that the dog only responded to Indonesian. Of course ! It
turned out that his wife was Indonesian (who we assumed was younger
than he), and this was her dog. Lunch over and we started the run home.
No freight train this time.
The forecast for the day three couldn’t be better and the tides were perfect for a run up Warrell Creek. An early start was planned and we all met
at the riverside café for breakfast at Nambucca Heads. Apart from the
railing around the deck, there was nothing between us and the river. Just
magnificent with the pelicans riding the incoming current. The breakfast
was sensational as were the girls who looked after us ! After launching
the boats, we headed towards Nambucca Heads. I couldn’t describe how
clear and clean the water was. It was just as well, as the river has a number
of
shallows
to
be
avoided.

Captain John contemplating the view from MS Molly up Taylor’s Arm of the Nambucca River
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Warrell
Creek
runs
south just
inside the
coastal
sand hills
from
almost
the river
entrance
as far as
Scotts
Head
before it
turns
west.
There is
more
navigable
water
than
there is
time
in
the day
to cover
it. Navigating in
the early
part
of
the creek
is
not
easy, but,
as we had

taking place.
Roy
found the boat abandoned in a paddock,
and took it upon himself to rebuild it. When
he found the boat, it
had the half cabin. He
felt that its lines were
pleasant and decided
to completely rebuild
it to the same lines.
Roy is a cabinet maker,
so the end result is just
beautiful, the hull was
sheathed,
painted
gloss black, and finished with glistening
varnished teak. We all
set off up the Kalang,
accompanied by Trinity and crew. Our aim
was to reach the head
of navigation, and we
did. This put us in the
area known as Brierfield, which is to the
south of Bellingen. It
is a very pretty area.
We returned down- Launching the boats at the ramp near to Namstream a little to our bucca Heads in perfect weather
favourite beach where
we all had a swim, a
beer or two and lunch. By the time we returned home to the ramp, we
had had a big day. There wasn’t much time before we all had to be at the
club for a big Chinese meal.

Tired of winding your boat up on to the trailer ? Then, here’s the answer !
A couple of pulls on the Honda cord and it all happens !
Photo taken at the Scotts Head boat ramp of one of the fishing boats.
been there before, we now have a reasonable idea of where to go. The
plan was to stop for a break at the Scotts Head boat ramp. There is a
toilet, earthen boat ramp and a fish cleaning table there. Last year when
we stopped at this spot, there were a group of fishermen cleaning fish
and having a few beers there. Unbelievably, the same fishos were there
this time. They recognized us, greeting us like friends. One of them
looked back in his phone and was able to tell us the date that we were
last there ! We were offered fish and beers. We stayed longer than
planned ! All the fishos had caught beautiful mackerel, the fillets of which
could only just fit into the esky. After admiring the local large goannas
who supplemented their diet with fish scraps, we waved our farewell and
pressed on upstream. We found a table and chair set in a paddock under
some trees. The boats were pulled up against the bank and we gently
made our way up to the table taking care not to step in any of the many
paddock pies, some of which looked quite fresh. As if planned, the current just turned as we finished lunch, and we set off for home. By the
time that we had reached the main river, ebb tide was really running and
more revs were called for to keep travelling. The sandbanks which we
went over in the morning were now exposed and the others didn’t have
much depth. A few boats touched bottom before we reached the ramp.
Day four dawned bright and sunny. After a walk along the surf beach, we
headed to the Urunga boat ramp for the trip to the top of the Kalang
River. The Kalang starts in the foothills of the Dorrigo mountains, runs
through the verdant valleys to the south of Bellingen and flows east to
just past Urunga where it joins with the Bellinger River and runs out to
sea. The bar is dangerous and shallow. The only boats which can navigate this bar are the bigger outboard powered half cabin fishing boats.
The boats have to run alongside the southern breakwall to the end, then
wait until the surf conditions are right, run hard across the sea in between
the surf waves and again when the sea is right, turn out to the ocean. It
can only be done when the tides are high, and they don’t stay out too
long.
The rewards are there however, as we discovered when we reached the
ramp. The fishing boats had just come in and the blokes were cleaning
fish. More mackeral from outside and flathead from the river. It took five
blokes to lift one esky of fish out of the boat to the cleaning table. It took
quite a while for us to get the boats into the water. We were joined by
another boat this day. Roy from Coffs Harbour came along with his magnificent half cabin launch, Trinity, which he restored himself over a period
of fifteen years. The boat was built around 1900, from white beech as a
four oared rowing boat. Over the years, a raised deck was added and the
first of many engines was installed, judging by the exhaust pipe holes in
the stern and the sides, which were discovered while the restoration was

Our bums were sore by day five after all the long runs we had done, so
we declared it a boat free day. Arrangements were made for us all to
assemble in the pub in Bellingen for a long lunch. It was a very hot day,
so the airconditioned hotel was very welcome. We were lucky that we
were joined by a local, Roger, who was initially responsible for introducing us to the Bellinger Valley area. It was great to see him again, we had
a long lunch, and a most enjoyable day.
Last day, was voted to be a short day. We would launch the boats at the
Mylestom ramp on the Bellinger River and motor down to the Bellinger/
Kalang confluence. The tide was flooding, so the water clarity was excellent as we approached the entrance.
Although
there is always a
temptation to keep
going, we turned and
navigated
towards
Urunga. The river
changes every time
we go and the channels move, so there is
always a challenge.
All safe, we made it !
The assembly point
was the beach and
the table and chair
set near to the fish
shop. Fresh fish and
chips with a vino,
alongside the river in
the company of good
mates on a fine day.
It doesn’t get any
better !
Another week of
great fun and fellowship out on the water
in our old wooden Putten and Molly with Narnia in the backboats. We will do it ground, pulled up on the bank for lunch in Waragain !
rell Creek
Rob Hardy
Putten
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wards. Thanks to leeway we have never actually backed over the buoy.
Despite all this Gilli and I are still happily married but we do like the long
boards! We sailed the 500 miles to New Guinea on the same tack. Long
live the trade winds.

THE PAYNESVILLE REPORT
from Chris & Gilli Dicker

The town of Paynesville has been abuzz this Easter weekend. Not only are
we enjoying an Indian summer but the Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club have
hosted a four day
regatta.
I had an
invitation to crew on
a (timber) 30 foot
Dragon and a choice
of the 30 mile race or
around
Raymond
Island race the following day. Fortunately I chose the 30
miler where we had a
good breeze that
carried us through to
the finish, dropping
off to nothing at the
finish. Nine experienced sailors travelled all the way from
Perth for this series,
renting three dragons
from a chap at Metung,
downstream
from
Paynesville.
They were very good
sailors and delightful
company.

Back to the the homestead; The tomatoes have been pulled out and the
winter vegies planted, the painting is all but finished in the house but the
colour is so bad I did not include a photo. We have had 4.5 mil of rain for
April and nothing on the horizon. There were 18 black cockatoos in our
big Banksia the other day so it is well and truly pruned. We don't feed the
birds but they still come. The magpies just to say G'day and have a chat.
To be eye to eye with a bird of the sky is a humbling and uplifting experience. They are of another world.
On reflection, and as the paint on our walls has dried and lightened a little I
can see some merit in the colours. It would serve very well as a kindergarten playroom so I can see where Gilli is coming from (as a kindergarten to
high school teacher.) I will surprise her with purple and cream squares on
the floor. Colour is like laughter. At
least the bright colours.

Today was a momentous day for us and particularly for Westwind as we took here out for the
first time in months to witness the start of the island race. There were 54
starters and we waited for them to cross the start line. All but the ultra
lights were dead in the water due to lack of wind.
The Dragon that I crewed on was built in 1960 and beautifully restored by
the current owner, John Johnson.. For some reason he is known as 'Johno'.
Not so long ago there were hundreds of starters for this and other major
races on the lakes. We have heard the figure of 500 Hartley TS 16s not
only for the Easter races but also for the Marley Point race, which is an
overnighter from Sale to Paynesville.
Gilli and I are not racing people and Westwind would not fit in very well
against these light and nimble greyhounds. Even the 60 year old dragon
will turn in her own length. Most of our tacks and gybes pleased the skipper, not forgetting that the combined age of the three on board was 200 +
years. I explained to my shipmates how we tacked around the buoys on
Westwind, which is cutter rigged. We line the buoy up and heave the tiller
to leeward, at this stage all looks hopeful, as she is a three quarter rig and
the running backstays are most important. We release the windward runner and take in the opposite one so the main'sl will not be fouled and the
mast has a
better chance
of
staying
whole. Meantime the genoa has to be
furled to clear
the
inner
forestay then
unfurled and
sheeted
in,
during which
the
staysail
sheet
is
thrown
off
and sheeted
in on the
leeward side.
By now we
are
actually
on the other
tack but we
have stopped
and are even
going back-
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PS.
How changeable are things. At the
time of sending this to our faithful
editor I am nursing a torn back muscle, it is blowing half a gale from the
south west, 12 degrees and raining.
Well we do need the rain

Kind regards
Chris

BUY SWAP and SELL

FOR SALE

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of
charge if the member’s name and phone no. appear.
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum
25 words). $30 with a picture.
Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor, see
page 2 for details.

FOR SALE
Classic

Timber

Putt-Putt

26 ft Tasman yacht with inboard BMW diesel
Complete with set of sails etc Timber interior,
some finishing required

FOR SALE

WESTERN RED CEDAR
DAR 200x22x4.9M
127x22x5.3M
Total Price: $328.00
John Wagemans
0415 031 064 or
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

FOR SALE

Boat

Seagoing Kayak for sale. Brand new, never used.

Ken Travers

$8500 9529 9955

FOR SALE
OARS 2 pairs
1. A pair of long
oars
for
sale,
approx. 10' or 3.0m
long
in
good
condition $125 or
offer.
2.
Older made
oars approx 7'6" or
2.3m long with
copper
sheeted
tips. Nicely shaped

13ft Moulded ply trailer boat with single cylinder
two stroke Stuart Turner engine. recently overhauled (new cylinder liner, rings and gaskets). Still
requires new carburettor. All new polished timber
work installed internally.
Inclusions are: 4 new life jackets, pair of Oregon
oars, sun canopy, new fire extinguisher, electric
bilge pump, navigation lights and electric starter.
Trailer completely overhauled with new LED
lights, wheel hubs, bearings and tyres/wheels.
Price $7,500
Graham DeGabriel 6331 1774 or 0424 822 321

and
balanced

Ono.
Peter Smith
476 829

Strip planked red cedar, fibre glassed in and outside’ 2 buoyancy compartments 1 watertight
locker, new adjustable foot stop (not installed)
Includes instruction book, paddle and proper
kayak seat.
$2200 ono design: Auk Designer Nick Schade
John Wagemans 0415 031 064 or
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

$100
0415

WANTED

Oars wanted. Pair of wooden racing sculls (oars)
of the tulip or Macon shape. Approx 9ft in length.
Must be usable or repairable.

FOR SALE

Tasmanian maritime heritage wooden dinghy.
Built as a family fishing boat.

Nick Lawther 0407 236 999 or
nicklawther2099@gmail.com

FOR SALE Owner Happy to consider reasonable
offers

Plywood Runabout
15’8” (4.8 m) clinker built rowing boat, constructed from King Billy and Huon Pine.
Designed and built in 1969 by renowned Tasmanian boat builder, Reg Fazackerley (1893-1983),
at Sandy Bay, Hobart.
A signature “RF” and a year of construction under
a seat.
Professionally restored and repainted in August
2013 by the Wooden Boat Centre, Franklin, Tasmania – unused since.
Includes a set of restored oars, King trailer, recently refurbished and registered, with an additional new spare wheel and tyre, heavy duty tiedown straps and a new boat cover.
One of three 16-footers built by Reg Fazackerley.
Used initially as a family, recreational fishing boat
until purchased by the Clarence Sea Scout in
Hobart in 1990. Maintained in clean, dry storage
by the Sea Scouts. Featured at the Hobart
Wooden Boat Festival 2013.
Relocated to NSW in 2017 and recently relocated
to Toowoomba, Qld in January 2019.
Little used during its life and in excellent condition with all original timber.
Ready for use or to admire as a prestigious collectable.
Price $8,000 (reduced originally from $13,200)

The boat is a half cabin in good working order. It is
17ft 6inches (5.33m) in length and 1.95 metres in
width, certified to carry 5 passengers. It is made of
timber and plywood and the bottom has been
fibreglassed over. There is storage under the seats
inside
the
cabin
and
all
padding
is

original. Navigation lights and an electric bilge
pump. The engine is a 75HP Johnson V4 2 Stroke
with magneto ignition. The engine does not have a
generator or an alternator (never been a problem).
Battery only needed to start. 2 anchors and a pair
of Ron Marks Water Skis to go with it. (No Life
Jackets). The trailer has had new wheel bearings
fitted and is in good condition. The boat has always
been garaged. The trailer is registered until
20/8/2019 and the boat is registered until
7/11/2019. Anyone wishing to inspect, I would only
be too happy to accommodate, just call and
arrange a time with me. call me on either 0414 477
662 or 02 9644 8783. The boat is located at Sefton.

Kerry Buttriss

Wooden Boat Association of NSW Inc.
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FOR SALE
Classic wooden motor sailer.
AnnieD is 9.45m LOA, 3.2m beam
and 1.0m draught. She was built
by Jack Dempsey at Gladesville and
launched in 1970 as a motor boat
and converted with sails in 1999.
AnnieD is powered by a 1999 40hp
Volvo 3 cylinder diesel. She was
recently slipped and cut back to
bare timber below waterline and
any maintenance done before
antifouling. Annied has been well
looked after, regularly maintained
and ready for a new owner. Price is
$59,000. Terry Reilly 0418 841 604

Seagull Outboard donation
The WBA is delighted to have received a donation of an operational British Seagull
outboard motor with stand and cover from Merrin Maple-Brown with the desire to
see it go to a good home.
Accordingly, the WBA has agreed to offer the outboard
motor to members in a silent auction
Bids to be sent to Malcolm Boyd at treasurer@wba.asn.au
or PO Box 884 Gladesville 2111 before 30 June 2019

FOR SALE
1965 British Seagull Century outboard. $450 ono.
Starts easily and works well, but needs repairs to the fuel
line. Original, although a bit shabby. Photos on request.
Also as a freebie, a seized long shaft clutch type Seagull,
mostly complete. Engines located in Northmead.
David Lewis ph 02 9630 6304

— — ON THE HORIZON — —
THIS YEAR 2019
April 27th / 28th
May 14th
May 20th
June 11th
June 17
July 9th
September 10th
September 16th
October 18-20

Goolwa Festival – 27 and 28 April 2019
WBA Meeting - Guest Speaker Sean Langman
Committee Meeting
WBA Meeting, Gladesville Bowling & Sports Club, 2018 HHA Winner Karen Portch
Committee Meeting
WBA Members update
WBA Meeting, Gladesville Bowling & Sports Club Guest Speaker Don Parker
Committee Meeting
Davistown Putt Putt Regatta & Wooden boat Regatta contact Neil Mulcahy 0407 336 447

NEXT YEAR 2020
February 22nd/23rd
1-3 May
June
November
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Raft-up at Bantry Bay
Classic and Wooden Boat Festival, ANMM Darling Harbour
– HH Winner 2018
AGM & Film Night
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